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Přerámování židovské otázky: Paradox slabého nároku
od Spencera J. Quinna
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Každé efektivní politické hnutí bude znát své vlastní silné a slabé
stránky stejně jako své nepřátele. Je zřejmé, že mu to pomáhá
zaútočit tam, kde je nepřítel nejzranitelnější, a chránit se tam, kde je
také nejzranitelnější. Pro disidentskou pravici a bílé nacionalisty v
Americe – a pro všechny evropské nacionalisty v Evropě – musí být
hlavním nepřítelem organizované židovstvo. Jak je rád nazývám:
Židé z levicové diaspory nebo LDJ.
Největší slabinou LDJ jsou samozřejmě malé počty a omezená
bojová přítomnost mezi nežidy. Mezi jejich největší přednosti však
patří vysoký etnocentrismus a soudržnost ve skupině, vysoké IQ,
schopnost získat a vyzbrojit velké množství peněz, pocit naléhavosti
vyplývající z kultu jejich vlastní oběti a drtivá vůle k moci. Opravdu
působivá baterie sil.
Nejvýznamnější silou LDJ je však jejich podivuhodná schopnost
ovládat populární mínění mezi nežidy prostřednictvím různých forem
médií. To více než cokoli jiného nejlépe vysvětluje vzestup Židů do
elitního postavení na Západě pouhá desetiletí po jejich emancipaci v
Evropě v 70. letech 19. století. Říkejme tomu hypotéza Pop-Op.
Propagací různých odstínů rovnostářské ideologie (například
antirasismus na Západě a komunismus na Východě) LDJ účinně
sdělili nežidovským většinou to, co chtěli slyšet, a tak utvářeli lidové
mínění k vytváření nepřátelství proti existujícím nežidovským elitám
– pro prospěch samotných LDJ, kteří je vždy zamýšleli nahradit.
Stará garda na to nebyla vůbec připravena, protože ani po staletí
nebyla žádná významná evropská aristokracie postavena do pozice,
kdy by musela lidi přesvědčovat , aby je následovali. „Vedeme,
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protože jsme k tomu předem určeni Bohem a jsme pro to také
vhodnější než vy,“ zdá se být méně přesvědčivé než „Protože jsou si
všichni rovni, musíme svrhnout ty, kteří nám vnucují nerovnost!“
Skutečnost, že první argument je blíže pravdě, protože odráží
nerovnostářskou povahu lidského stavu, na tom nic nemění. Ti, kteří
byli vedeni, neznali nic lepšího; a ti, kteří vedli, věděli lépe a bylo jim
to jedno.
Pokud se to zdá jako přílišné zjednodušení vzestupu židovské moci,
je to proto, že tomu tak je. Všechna obecná vysvětlení historických
událostí se do určité míry uchýlí k přílišnému zjednodušení. Vsadím
se však, že Pop-Op hypotéza vysvětluje fakta nejhospodárněji ve
srovnání se všemi ostatními hypotézami. Před židovskou
emancipací měli Židé stále svůj etnocentrismus, vysoké IQ, finanční
bystrost a další přednosti, ale pouze zlomek vlivu, který mají na
nežidé dnes. Emancipace, poprvé v moderní historii, dala Židům
prostředek, pomocí kterého mohli přímo komunikovat s
nežidovskými masami a v konečném důsledku je ovládat –
konkrétně s uměním, akademickou sférou, hudbou, žurnalistikou,
propagandou a literaturou. Rychle se ukázalo, že Židé v tomto
ohledu daleko předčí nežidovské elity.
Hypotéza pop-op diktuje, že aby konkurenční hnutí prolomilo sevření
moci LDJ, musí zpochybnit LDJ sevření lidového mínění nežidů. Ale
pokud je tady nepřítel nejsilnější, nebylo by pošetilé na něj zaútočit
právě tam? No ano i ne. Vnitroskupinové zasílání zpráv je také
místem, kde je disidentská pravice se svým pravdivějším
neegalitarismem nejsilnější. Argumenty mohou být pro ucho masy
zpočátku méně příjemné, ale často budou elegantnější – a také
vtipné – a tím i přesvědčivější. To je důvod, proč Židé tak energicky
cenzurují disidentskou pravici. A není to tak, že najít argumenty proti
vyprávění LDJ je obtížné. To, jak musí rovnostáři mučit logiku tváří v
tvář usvědčujícím důkazům, poskytuje úrodnou půdu pro
protiargumenty a výsměch ze strany disidentů.
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Problém nastává v tom, kde a jak uplatnit nárok. Boj proti jednomu
aspektu vyprávění LDJ se silným protikladným vyprávěním se daří
nepřímo k době, po kterou musel dotyčný narativ metastázovat
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napříč nežidovskými populacemi. Čím více času má narativ, tím
obtížnější je proti němu argumentovat silným opačným tvrzením.
Paradoxně slabší tvrzení by lépe posloužila proti hluboce
zakořeněným narativům LDJ. Tomu říkám paradox slabých nároků.
Například vyprávění LDJ, které tvrdí, že . . .

1. Gender je sociální konstrukt.
2. Transgender osoby ze zákona musí být považovány za

příslušníky zvoleného pohlaví.
3. Děti mají právo na operace změny pohlaví.

. . . je relativně nedávný. Protože si dnes naprostá většina dospělých
pamatuje, kdy tento příběh vůbec neexistoval, lze o dvacet let
později vznést silné protinároky, které by byly v roce 2003 dokonale
mainstreamové:

1. Ne, gender není sociálně konstruován.
2. Ne, transgender lidé nemají právo diktovat, jak je lidé vnímají.
3. Ne, děti nemají právo na přechod. Kromě toho by každý, kdo jim

pomáhá v přechodu, měl jít do vězení.

Toto jsou silná protinávrhy – a populární, protože urážlivé vyprávění
mělo tak málo času, aby zakořenilo v mysli pohanů.
Na druhou stranu zvažte tento hlouběji zakořeněný příběh LDJ:

1. Nacisté byli zlí.
2. Nacisté zahájili druhou světovou válku, aby dobyli Evropu.
3. Nacisté zavraždili šest milionů nevinných Židů kvůli rasové

čistotě.

Tento příběh měl mnohem více času na marinování mezi nežidy.
Vzhledem k tomu, že dnes žije jen velmi málo lidí, kteří si pamatují,
kdy tento narativ neexistoval, budou silná protinároky, která by v roce
1943 byla dokonale mainstreamová, pravděpodobně o osmdesát let
později odmítnuta jako za hranicemi civilizovaného diskurzu. Lidské
bytosti jsou koneckonců stvoření ze zvyku. Celý život zaplavený
určitým vyprávěním – jakkoli falešným – se jednoduše nedá zvrátit
během jediného rozhovoru, bez ohledu na to, jak chytrý nebo dobře
míněný člověk je. Následující silná protinároky tedy nutně neuspějí.
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1. Ne, nacisté byli poslední, nejlepší naděje pro bílou rasu.
2. Ne, anglické a židovské elity zahájily druhou světovou válku jako

prostředek k vyhlazení Německa.
3. Ne, židovský holocaust je divoce přehnaný.

A nezáleží na tom, jak pravdivá jsou tato tvrzení ve skutečnosti! Na
překonání tak silných protinároků je prostě příliš mnoho času.
Všimněte si však, o kolik efektivnější mohou být slabá tvrzení, když
čelí tak těžkému časovému handicapu. Všimněte si také, že taková
tvrzení by měla vždy začínat slovy „i když“.

1. I když byli nacisté zlí, Sověti pod vedením Židů byli zlí ještě víc.
2. I když nacisté napadli Polsko s cílem dobýt Evropu, udělali to i

Sověti pod vedením Židů.
3. I kdyby nacisté zavraždili šest milionů Židů, Sověti pod vedením

Židů už před druhou světovou válkou zavraždili desítky milionů
bílých.

Taková slabá tvrzení jsou stejně pravdivá jako ta silná výše.
Disidentskou obálku samozřejmě příliš neposouvají. Rozhodně se
nepokoušejí dát mat jako silná tvrzení. Ale to je v pořádku. Disidenti
potřebují při vyvádění lidí z Platónovy jeskyně udělat malé krůčky – a
vrátit se takříkajíc v čase do doby, kdy existující narativy buď
neexistovaly, nebo se s nimi dalo snáze nakládat.
Taková slabá tvrzení v tomto případě předčí silná tvrzení, protože
jsou v rozporu s převládajícím příběhem, aniž by mu odporovali.
Většině nežidů byly po generace vymývány mozky, aby se usilovně
bránili rozporu, jako by to bylo tabu. Pro disidenty by neměl být
přímý rozpor. Přesto si většina nežidů neuvědomuje, jak strašlivé
bylo souostroví Gulag, Velký teror a hladomor. Zavedením těchto
informací – a účinným prezentováním nacistů jako dvou menších zel
ve srovnání se Sověty – se disidenti účinně dostávají do hlubokých
vod vyprávění o LDJ a poté jdou hlouběji . To je důvod, proč studie
Alexandra Solženicynase stal pro židovskou otázku tak zásadní.
Většina nežidů prostě není připravena ho vyvrátit. A když jsou
předloženy solidní údaje o zvěrstvech spáchaných tolika sovětskými
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Židy – v době míru, měli bychom dodat – postupně se objevuje nová
vize historie – nikoli proto, abychom vyvrátili současnou narativu
LDJ, ale aby ji rozšířili o přesnější informace.
Pro vysvětlení paradoxu slabých nároků nejlépe funguje analogie s
desetirychlostním kolem. Řekněme, že strmost kopce přímo
koresponduje s množstvím času, který musel určitý příběh ukotvit v
mysli lidí. Řekněme také, že vysoké převody odpovídají silným
nárokům, zatímco nízké převody odpovídají slabým nárokům. Když
jedeme na kole do prudkého kopce, řadíme vysoký nebo nízký
převodový stupeň?
Samozřejmě řadíme na nižší rychlostní stupeň. To značně zvyšuje
množství překupnictví, které musíme udělat – a snižuje naši rychlost
– ale alespoň nás to udržuje v pohybu. Zařadit desátý rychlostní
stupeň v prudkém stoupání je ale receptem, jak jen stát na místě.

Začleněním prvku času ukazuje Paradox slabých nároků respekt k
hypotéze Pop-Op a bezkonkurenční schopnost LDJ ovládat
populární mínění prostřednictvím různých forem médií. Pokud mají
LDJ desítky let na to, aby vložili určité myšlenky do myslí obyčejných
nežidů, pak silné argumenty pravděpodobně selžou a jen slabé
budou mít šanci na úspěch.

https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/Picture2-1.png
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Slabá tvrzení mohou být zakotvena i v našem jazyce. Všimněte si,
jak v této eseji často používám termín „LDJ“, kde většina
disidentských autorů jednoduše používá termín „židovský“. Toto je
samo o sobě slabší tvrzení, protože omezuje naše zaměření na
malou podskupinu Židů spíše než na Židy jako celek. Kevin
MacDonald velmi rozlišuje v předmluvě ke kultuře kritiky , když
vylučuje vědeckou práci Alberta Einsteina a dalších židovských
teoretických fyziků počátku 20. století z toho, co nazývá „židovským
intelektuálním hnutím“. Na rozdíl od freudovské psychologie,
boasovské antropologie nebo frankfurtské školy teoretická fyzika jen
málo prosazovala židovské etnické zájmy (přinejmenším do konce
třicátých let), navzdory tomu, jak neúměrný počet fyziků v té době
byli Židé.
Takže lidé, kterým byly vymyty mozky, aby anathematizovali
takzvaný antisemitismus, si mohou velmi dobře zacpat uši nebo
křičet, když disidenti mluví o „Židech“, jako by všichni Židé smýšleli
stejně a aktivně plánovali zánik bílé rasy – což není v žádném
případě pravda. Ale když je jim předložen neologismus jako „LDJ“ –
stejně jako informace o sovětských gulagech a teroristických
hladomorech – mohou být připraveni naslouchat. Nebyli proti tomu
vymyté mozky.
Hypotéza slabého nároku má zjevné důsledky mezi těmi v
disidentské pravici, kteří vyšetřují a prosazují silná tvrzení proti
primárním narativům LDJ. Co vzkázat těm, kteří pokračují v lionizaci
Adolfa Hitlera a nacistů? Co říci těm, kteří pokračují v revizi
židovského holocaustu? Měli by přestat? Je to, co dělají,
kontraproduktivní?
Vůbec ne. Ale pokud mají hypotézu pop-op a paradox slabých
nároků nějakou platnost, pak by takový výzkum možná nejlépe
konzumovali ti, kteří už jsou takříkajíc načervenalí. Škádlení, co
Hitler doopravdymíněno v určité řeči nebo přesně určit, kolik
židovských vězňů zemřelo na tyfus, spíše než plynové komory v
určitém koncentračním táboře, je jistě vhodné pro diskurz mezi
disidenty nebo z čistě vědeckých důvodů. Ale když disidenti oslovují
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nedisidenty, aby zpochybnili sevření lidových nežidovských názorů
LDJ, možná by bylo rozumné neignorovat, jak pevné toto sevření ve
skutečnosti je. Možná by disidenti měli zvážit šetrnější přístup se
slabými nároky, aby osvobodili své vlastní lidi. Pak se možná
pohanské masy připojí k disidentům ochotněji, než aby si zacpávali
uši nebo utíkali a křičeli opačným směrem pokaždé, když někdo
řekne slovo „Žid“.
(Opětovně publikováno z The Occidental Observer se svolením
autora nebo zástupce)
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It is not necessary to deal with Jews and Leftists in one go.
Rightist Jews are frequent enough. And evil enough, too. Just
drop the unneeded reference to Soviet Russia. Anyway, Soviets
were quite good, and Holodomor is just an invention by
banderites. Russians miss their Soviet times. And right-wing are
quite awful, and you do not need to defend National-Socialists.

• Agree: mulga mumblebrain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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2. JPS says:
May 12, 2023 at 6:26 pm GMT • 14.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
“The old guard was wholly unprepared for this since not in
centuries had any European aristocracy of note been put in the
position of having to persuade the people to follow them.”

This is nonsense. It also shows a failure of imagination with
respect to the nature of the Jewish power. This idea that it all
originates from Jews exploiting liberalism and “emancipation” is
the problem. “Evolutionary psychology” is basically a tautology.
The silly pseudo-academic view that the conspiratorial view
must be discounted, and we have to imagine the situation we
are in is a result of “Jewish IQ.”

The gentile collaborators of the Jews have been organized for
centuries. The “kikes” coming into prominence in popular culture
is just the metastasis of the Jewish power, not the cause. Jews
didn’t need the Holocaust narrative before WWII, because they
already had the “medieval fanaticism” narrative. Which is just as
effective, even today, we see people on the Right today talking
about “fascism” and “medieval thinking” to “criticize” the Left in
equal measure.

The weakness of the Jews is not small numbers or lack of
weapons. The weakness is that they are led by sick and evil
fiends that cannot disguise their malign scheming and wicked
designs. Arouse the natural horror of what domination by Jewry
truly represents. The ground has a way of opening up under
these Jews and dragging them down.

• Agree: Franz, Jett Rucker
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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3. PetrOldSack says:
May 12, 2023 at 8:16 pm GMT • 14.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@JPS
Agree, the article set of on the wrong foot [by design, a Jew
author does that as a default]. Cause, consequence, correlation,
all lost. Finance beats media, or rather media as a feed-box of a
Jewish middle class would be more appropriate a pointer to Jew
“progress”. I see though, most recently the drift to retract in the
shadows []. Jews as public figure heads are gun-range
dummies. Retract the noses into the cloaks! would be a wise
tribal decision.

• Replies: @Happy Tapir
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
4. Trinity says:

There is NOT a Jewish Question but there is a JEWISH
PROBLEM.

• Agree: A. Clifton
• Replies: @anonymous
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5. anonymous[113] • Disclaimer says:
May 12, 2023 at 10:56 pm GMT • 14.4 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@israel shamir
In line with what distinguished Unz author Israel Shamir says in
his comment – Canadian Douglas Tottle did a 1987 book
denying the Ukraine starvation ‘Holodomor’, as based on a
mish-mash of Hitler-Nazi propaganda plus Hearst media fanatic
anti-Bolshevism; Tottle’s ‘Fraud, Famine, and Fascism: The
Ukrainian Genocide Myth’, is free online here

 http://www.rationalrevolution.net/special/library/famine.htm

In fact, every major claim of mass murder or death / genocide /
famine, has notable counter-point literature.

Shamir himself has published a remarkable essay arguing that
the Cambodian Pol Pot Khmer Rouge genocide is a fake
exaggerated narrative

 https://www.counterpunch.org/2012/09/18/pol-pot-revisited/

Shamir has also published detailed material here on Unz, with
sources saying the Soviet Stalin-gulag death & imprisonment
figures are fake, with Soviet archives listing, e.g., about 10
million total arrested during thirty years of Stalin’s rule (The USA
arrests 10 million people every single year these days!)

 https://www.unz.com/ishamir/red-zog/

Here’s a rejection of the Armenian genocide narrative by the
Turkish foreign ministry

 http://www.mfa.gov.tr/the-armenian-allegation-of-genocide-the-
issue-and-the-facts.en.mfa

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn – openly a fan of Spain’s Franco – is
seen by some as a deceiving opportunist with fascist leanings.
Solzhenitsyn’s first ‘Stalin gulag’ book in 1962 was sponsored by
Khrushchev himself … Solzhenitsyn tasted fame and glory
thanks to this, and seeing the West full of ‘Stalin killed tens of

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
http://www.rationalrevolution.net/special/library/famine.htm
https://www.counterpunch.org/2012/09/18/pol-pot-revisited/
https://www.unz.com/ishamir/red-zog/
http://www.mfa.gov.tr/the-armenian-allegation-of-genocide-the-issue-and-the-facts.en.mfa
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millions’ stories, Solzhenitsyn got fabulously rich going along …
leading some to argue he is not credible

 http://www.mariosousa.se/LiesconcerningthehistoryoftheSovietU
nion.html

And notably, at least 10 prominent Jews have added to Nazi
Holocaust denial claims, including Ron Unz … the list below is in
chronological order by birth year

(1) Joseph Ginzburg (1908-90) aka Joseph G. Burg, who
personally interviewed Auschwitz survivors & had his books
burned by postwar West Germany

 https://www.henrymakow.com/2017/09/Josef-Burg.html
 

[MORE]
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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7. Notsofast says:
May 13, 2023 at 3:18 pm GMT • 13.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@israel shamir
i’ve come to realize that the u.s. and israel are actually mirror
images of each other. the thing that is hard to grasp, is that left
and right are irrelevant, as they are in fact one and the same
beast.

in israel the right is trying to neuter their supreme court, in the
u.s. the left seeks to do the same, not for justice but for total
control of the only agencies that would have the ability to reign in
the destructive, unfettered powers of both wings of these fascist
institutions. there is not a spit worth of difference, between these
“opposing ” poles. tweddle dee and tweddle dum agreed to have
a battle.

• Agree: Fidelios Automata, son of a jedi
• Thanks: GMC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
8. Fidelios Automata says:

May 13, 2023 at 5:53 pm GMT • 13.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anonymous
And what was so bad about Franco? That he stood for God and
tradition and against the destruction of churches and the murder
of priests? Were the Spanish Reds angels just like Shamir
claims the Soviet Reds were? Was Stalin not plotting to invade
Europe when Hitler beat him to the punch? Shamir’s work is
interesting, but I just don’t buy any of his Marxist revisionism.

• Agree: HdC, Alden
• Thanks: 36 ulster
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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9. Haxo Angmark says:
May 13, 2023 at 10:20 pm GMT • 13.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@israel shamir
Shamir babbles like a communist Jew….

because he is a communist Jew. As to

the rest of this excellent essay, Haxo

hearily agrees: attack the Eternal Jew on all fronts,

but don’t do it by making false mega-claims

or wrapping yourself in the swastika. Best

to focus on current Zionist-communist machinations, not

on whether or not the Third Reich

clipped a few forelocks.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
10. Wokechoke says:

@JPS
The medieval folks were the inventors of early modern history
and culture. We should not knock them. They did the Navigation
expirations after all at the same time they expelled Muslims and
Jews.

• Replies: @Druid
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
11. Even if the Nazis murdered six million Jews, the Jewish-led Soviets had

already murdered tens of millions of whites prior to the Second World War.

Who is the idiot who wrote this column?
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12. Amon says:
May 15, 2023 at 4:17 am GMT • 12.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Its not that jews are smarter, its that they go out of their way to
poison the education of non jews to ensure a compliant, dumbed
down society exists that can be better manipulated.

Look at it, higher education has been flooded with below
average IQ minorities while public schools waste no time on
teaching useful skills or knowledge that can lead a student to
question the current status quo of the country they live in.

The game is rigged from the get go to make you dumb and them
seem smarter than they are.

• Replies: @Realist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
13. Dumbo says:

May 15, 2023 at 4:41 am GMT • 12.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@israel shamir
Mr. Shamir, I usually like your articles, but Soviets, or Judeo-
Bolsheviks as they were called back in the day, were crap.
Russians might miss Soviet times, but Estonians, Poles,
Czechs, Latvians sure don’t miss it, and it is one of the main
reasons why Russia is hated in those countries today. Even
though the “Capitalist” West was also ruled by Jews, therefore
the Cold War was mostly just a fiction.

The best things about Communism is that it protected the
society of some of the worst evils of modernism, such as
population replacement by immigration and the worst of the
gay/hedonism/materialism stuff. But they were pretty bad on
their own. Just look at the awfully ugly Commie architecture still
in display in most of Eastern Europe, it’s enough to make stones
weep.
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14. Adolf Smith says:
May 15, 2023 at 5:04 am GMT • 12.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@JPS
The Jews got their big break with the discovery of the New
World,specifically the implementation of Negro slavery.

 They made a tremendous killing with slaves, making massive
profits and being able to expand the business far beyond
negroes.

 The Jews have grabbed the negroes and have run with them for
all they’re worth!

 No wonder they love them!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
15. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

I’m never really sure what to make of articles like these where
“dissidents” struggle against the “Jewish Media” … by publishing
on a media outlet whose editor-in-chief is a Jew. Way to stick it
to the Jews!

• Replies: @brostoevsky
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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16. Levtraro says:
May 15, 2023 at 8:38 am GMT • 12.0 days ago • 300 Words   ↑

Their greatest strengths, however, include high ethnocentrism and in-group
cohesion, high IQs, the ability to acquire and weaponize large amounts of
money, a sense of urgency resulting from the cult of their own victimhood, and
an overwhelming will to power.

High IQ?

1) Why currently Israel scores so low on international IQ scales
and in standardized PISA tests of scholastic achievement (even
after discounting the Arab part of Israel’s population)?

2) Why have Jews been expelled from hundreds of places?

3) Why Jews could not have a nation for millenia and when they
got one they were sent to a location full of Muslim enemies
instead of some prime location in Europe?

I’ll tell you why. Because Jews don’t have high IQs on average.

Then, in rhetorical manner, why are they so well positioned in
govt, academia, finance and media in Anglo nations and
France?

Because while having a relatively low IQ on average, the Jews
also have a high variance in intellectual endowment so they
produce many highly intelligent individuals, as well many stupid
fanatics and a vast majority of regular mental midgets. You need
to understand the concept of ‘variance’, the concept of 2nd order
properties of populations.

The Pop-Op Hypothesis dictates that in order to break the LDJ grip on power,
a competing movement must challenge the LDJ grip on popular gentile
opinion.

This is narrow-minded. The problem of Jews controlling host
societies is serious in Anglo countries, France and a few other
nations in Europe. Most of the world does not have this problem.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Levtraro
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So a good solution, from the point of view of world’s majority of
people and nations, to “break the LDJ grip on power” is to just let
Anglos and their appendages decline in power and wealth,
which is what is happening and will continue to happen in part
because of “LDJ grip on power”.

• Agree: the Man Behind the Curtain
• Replies: @Realist, @Haxo Angmark
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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17. PetrOldSack says:
May 15, 2023 at 8:55 am GMT • 12.0 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
The weak link, Jew selection criteria.

Jew power should not be an obsession, an emotional thing. It
can be a tool, that leaves room for fine-tuning and be re-
purposed. Since individualism, leaving room to per-sue a
pertinent trail to one’s convictions and acquired knowledge, as to
adrenalin and testosterone and genes, …it makes for the
occasional genius. This species is of course the “suicidal” grape
on the trunk, …were it not for the acceptance of the flow of
logistics of the trunk. That Sire, is the matter, that is where
“things fall apart” in education, science, policies, war-
prerogatives…

To give room to our own [to be defined here-after] outliers,
grouping selection criteria, is primordial. It is all in the “quality” of
the group, what is the group based on, how is it selective in it’s
purposes and goals, it’s methods, it’s dynamics and core vitality.
Not ethnicity, but talent and merit, conscientiousness,
generational time-lines and focus, goal-setting, would beat the
monolithic Jew cluster of ethnic-religious glue by far. It is not
quantity that matters [Jews are as much a global minority], but
the above selective process that imitates nature.

First thing on the agenda: emotionally distance one-self of
White, Western-European, Christianity, Orthodoxy, nation-states,
corporate adulation, imposed terminology, indeed vocabulary, all
dummies, all ideologies of “bottom scraping”, “crowing on a pile
of dung [Jews]”. The path to go. The power-base?
Discontent[Julian Assange], dissatisfaction + the above
individual nature of the beast and sorting must be the start.

Build your communities not on social emotional, comfort criteria,
but on superior parts [individuals, potential, merit]. That is the
Nazism [race + territory] of the future, with no distance apart

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=PetrOldSack
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from Jew Supremacism [race + religion] proven to be the better
glue [both apply-ing crude selection criteria, aspiring on
quantitative exploitation, not quality aspirations]. The dominant
cluster of the future is based on quality over time, not on
circumcision or puppet soldiers, priests of a single book.

The point: there are no historical models that fit the powerful
tools of our century, beyond the crude use they are put to today
by the existing power clusters. Our “elites” are a sorry bunch
distant from the real thing.

As always, be inspired and wrap some of the above
shamelessly. Please take credit.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

18. Seb says:
May 15, 2023 at 9:03 am GMT • 12.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Jews are some of the least intellectual and least intelligent
people I have met, but I also wanted to point out that they have
acquired such money and power through criminal and immoral
means, so perhaps we should stop focusing on these ridiculous
non sequiturs and instead focus the conversation toward their
conversion to the one true Catholic Faith, outside of which there
is absolutely no salvation.

• LOL: Realist, Jews Rock!
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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19. Anonymous[121] • Disclaimer says:
May 15, 2023 at 11:14 am GMT • 11.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
“For example, the LDJ narrative which claims that . . .

Gender is a social construct.

Transgender people by law must be considered to belong to
their chosen gender.

Children have a right to sex change operations.”

It’s these three which will do Jews in … even gods knew their
limits but the Khazarian does not.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

20. geokat62 says:

Then perhaps the gentile masses will join the dissidents more willingly, rather
than plugging their ears or running screaming in the opposite direction every
time someone says the word “Jew.”

It’s not the Jews… it’s the LDJs, goy!

• Agree: Realist
• LOL: Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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21. AbrahamSteinblattbaumstein says:
May 15, 2023 at 11:34 am GMT • 11.9 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Seb
This is a fact. Intelligent people succeed or even thrive despite
the rules of the game because they quickly come to understand
the rules,and playing within them, are able to beat out those with
more experience playing the game. This is something we see in
Chinese people.

An UN-intelligent person disregards the rules and then spends
all of their intellectual power justifying the moves they made on
the basis of “fairness” or claiming to have some sort of cultural
or physical disability that meant they couldn’t play by the rules.

This is something we see in JEWISH people.

If you were playing a game of chess against an experienced
chess-player,not knowing the rules of chess, no one in his right
mind would declare you a chess prodigy for “beating your
opponent” by claiming and maybe even getting your opponent to
agree,out of exasperation, that you’re allowed to field as many
queens as you want or rolling a bowling ball down the middle of
the board until the opponent gets tired of your shenanigans and
gives up attempting to play a CHESS game.

Jews are never going to legitimately convert to
Catholicism,though. It’s the same problem that Catholicism had
in Haiti. Sure,you have a number of them that go to Catholic
church,but all they’re doing is using the Catholic saints to
practice voodoo,since pantheism is much closer to their
legitimate racial religious inclinations.

 They were able to convert to practicing pantheism using different
“gods” but not to monotheistic Christianity.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=AbrahamSteinblattbaumstein
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With jews,you can get quite a number of them to convert to
Satanism,since worshipping a hedonistic, cruel, and unforgiving
god hellbent on destruction and mass murder is in line with their
racial predilections,but having them worship a forgiving and
loving God who represents salvation from those predilections is
beyond the pale. At the very best,you could get them to worship
Satan in a Catholic church.

Not sure you want that.

22. Dumbo says:
May 15, 2023 at 11:51 am GMT • 11.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Seb
True, but the Catholic Church had a big problem with the not-
really-converted or Crypto Jews. It still does, as they have
infiltrated even the top hierarchy of the Church, and I am not
even sure if Bergoglio is not Jewish himself…

(Although, to be fair, several thousands of Jews converted
sincerely throughout history)

• Replies: @Seb
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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23. bj0311 says:
May 15, 2023 at 11:51 am GMT • 11.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dumbo

ugly Commie architecture

That statement is one I hear all the time. I have spent much time
in Russia and Europe and have seen what a piece of
propaganda that statement is. The funny thing is my wife and I
also watch a lot of foreign movies–older movies and we have
noticed that the postwar architecture in most of Europe–
especially England–is even more hideous.

Good example of people accepting propaganda at face value.

• Replies: @Dumbo
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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24. Rich says:
May 15, 2023 at 12:01 pm GMT • 11.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Interesting, but the easier way into the hearts and minds of
regular people is to simply attack the Left. Jews joined the Left
because it was a ticket to power and wealth, not because they
actually believe any of its nonsense. Plenty of Christians join the
movement for the same reason. Gavin Newsom isn’t a Leftist
because he believes any of the nonsense, it’s his ticket to
power. Attacking Jews by name, in the US at least, won’t work.
Even if you call them “LDJs”. Attack the Left, who is the real
enemy anyway. The Left in Spain was the enemy during
Franco’s time, and there wasn’t nary a Jew around. Destroy the
Left and you’ll destroy the enemies of Western civilization and
promote a meritocratic White dominated society.
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25. Happy Tapir says:
@PetrOldSack
Is Spencer quin Jewish? How did you know that? I thought
perhaps his wife was Jewish? Have you ever noted that it seems
most, if not all, the doyens of the altright/white
nationalist/neonazi movement( however one styles it) seem to
be married to Jewish wives or otherwise “on team” somehow?

• Replies: @PetrOldSack
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
26. Z-man says:

@littlereddot
I wonder how many ‘Westerners’ are helping Mother Russia in
this war against globohomo, especially how many boots are on
the ground fighting against the duped Ukies.

• Replies: @littlereddot
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
27. Dumbo says:

@bj0311

especially England–is even more hideous

That is true. British “Brutalist” architecture is particularly ugly.
Well, that goes to show that Communism and Post-Industrial
Capitalism are really two sides of the same coin called
“Modernity”, or, as some call it, “the Jewish century”.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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28. littlereddot says:
May 15, 2023 at 12:41 pm GMT • 11.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Z-man
I doubt if the Russians want them.

Russians are a tough people. In WW2 they lost 27 million
people….1 out of 6 of their population, and they still kept on
fighting.

They inflicted 8 out of 10 of German casualties.

Yet Hollywood would never allow Americans to know this. They
think they saved Europe on D-Day.

• Agree: Z-man, Deep Thought
• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
29. Angharad says:

@israel shamir
It’s best not to deal with jews in any way, shape or form
whatsoever. AT ALL. EVER.

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
30. Anonymous[118] • Disclaimer says:

@saggy
What the hell are you smoking?

It’s factual that Bolshevik Jews murdered millions of WHITE
Christian Russians in the early 20th century.

Put the pipe down.

Just because it’s been ruthlessly suppressed by Jew media for
100 years doesn’t mean it didn’t happen.
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31. Anonymous[118] • Disclaimer says:
@Angharad
We’re beyond having that choice at this point I’m afraid.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
32. PetrOldSack says:

May 15, 2023 at 1:15 pm GMT • 11.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Happy Tapir

“on team”

“On team”, quite appropriate, i used earlier on “glued in”, “jewish
mindset”. “Glued in” is the better in my opinion, it describes the
inextricable between group and individual. Any rope will do. Take
a Joe Biden, an Obama, an Ursula von der Leyen, a Francois
Michel, a Macron, a Merkel, etc. …all glued in[open to extortion,
…and sponsoring just to set them up as decoys for potential
grafters]. Zelensky is more of a “glued in”, then a Jew, that suits
the purpose.

I doubt that the “good” Jew Mr. Unz is even mentally capable to
level with any non-Jew collaborators. It is the weakness of the
Jew in the long term that alternative organizing must consider
[see my above comment]. A Jew has no shame in peddling his
own.
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33. DanFromCT says:
May 15, 2023 at 1:35 pm GMT • 11.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@saggy
Since Jews hold the Germans permanently and collectively
responsible for the sins of those running the camps, how are the
Jews on their own lights not permanently and collectively
responsible for the Jewish Bolsheviks’ mass murders in Russia
that were an order of magnitude greater anything the Nazis are
accused of? Doesn’t that make the Jewish Bolsheviks, and by
the Jews’ own logic including all the Jews living today, by far the
worst mass murderers in human history?

While we’re at it—if, as th ADL claims, any criticism of Israel and
the Jews is de facto anti-Semitic hate speech, doesn’t that imply
the Jews have never done anything wrong?

• Agree: Alden
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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34. DanFromCT says:
May 15, 2023 at 1:50 pm GMT • 11.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rich
During the Spanish Civil War, the Abraham Lincoln Brigade was
recruited from among America’s Jews for the purpose of killing
nuns and priests and burning down Catholic Churches. Some
years ago Pacifica Radio interviewed one of the brigade’s
ancient Jewish veterans who agreed on the air that the primary
motivation among America’s Jews wasn’t spreading
communism, but instead the promise of going on a killing spree
of rape and mutilation of Catholic clergy, especially the nuns.
Meanwhile in Russia, American Jews were flooding back to join
the Bolsheviks do the same thing to Russian clergy. The
descendents of these same Jewish monsters now control the
reins of power in DC with what should be obvious implications
for white survival.

• Replies: @kaganovitch
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
35. HT says:

@israel shamir
No one in Russia misses the Soviet state and the bread lines
and ill fitting clothes and lack of modern technology.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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36. Happy Tapir says:
May 15, 2023 at 2:01 pm GMT • 11.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@PetrOldSack
It’s more than a mindset. It’s an active conspiracy. They can
make a kid with downs syndrome into a fields medalist if they
want. Why has hunter biden had three Jewish wives, for
instance? That’s no coincidence. It must be advantageous in
some way. Nothing against Jewish women per se, who can be
lovely individuals.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
37. Liborio Guaso says:

The choice humans have is a choice between evolution and
racism. Either people continue killing while shouting cheers to
racism, or the concept of humanity is dignified and a better world
is built for everyone.

 Money is only the source of power for racism.

• LOL: HT
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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38. Happy Tapir says:
May 15, 2023 at 2:37 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@PetrOldSack
Regarding Unz, a lot of times with nepotistic systems, persons of
exceptional abilities(Harvard grad, 1600 pre1995 SAT) will buck
the systems of fidelity because they don’t need them, they can
compete through their own abilities. Some do work to maintain
the power structures, like say, the neocon chieftains, because
they realize they may have offspring and family members who
will regress to the mean and will need it. It depends where they
fall on the narcissism/individuality spectrum.

• Replies: @PetrOldSack
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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39. Realist says:

May 15, 2023 at 2:45 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

The greatest weaknesses of LDJs are, of course, small numbers and a limited
martial presence among gentiles. Their greatest strengths, however, include
high ethnocentrism and in-group cohesion, high IQs, the ability to acquire and
weaponize large amounts of money, a sense of urgency resulting from the cult
of their own victimhood, and an overwhelming will to power. An impressive
battery of strengths indeed.

Great synopsis. But you left out one of the greatest strengths of
the LDJs, a total lack of integrity, although this is shared with
several gentiles.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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40. Marcali says:
May 15, 2023 at 2:51 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@israel shamir
“The Communist soul is the soul of Judaism. Hence it follows
that, just as in the Russian revolution the triumph of Communism
was the triumph of Judaism, so also in the triumph of fascism
will triumph Judaism.” — (A Program for the Jews and Humanity,
Rabbi Harry Waton, p. 143-144).

Robert Wilton, a longtime Russian news correspondent for the
London Times, said in his book, The Last Days of the
Romanovs:

 ”Out of 556 important functionaries of the Bolshevik State, there
were, in 1918-1919, 17 Russians… 457 Jews, and 82 others.”

“Without Jews there would never have been Bolshevism. For a
Jew nothing is more insulting than the truth. THE
BLOODTHIRSTY JEWISH TERRORISTS HAVE MURDERED
SIXTY SIX MILLION in Russia from 1918 to 1957.” – Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn.

• Agree: A. Clifton
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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41. Miro23 says:
May 15, 2023 at 3:02 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Perhaps dissidents should consider a more gentle, weak-claim approach to
set their own people free. Then perhaps the gentile masses will join the
dissidents more willingly, rather than plugging their ears or running screaming
in the opposite direction every time someone says the word “Jew.”

An absolutely hopeless article.

US Anglos need to take back power in the traditional way and
forget about all this fake “Democracy”.

Then broadcast on the MSM the real facts of Jewish
orchestrated 9/11, WMD, ME Wars, the Holocaust, USS Liberty,
LBGT, Antifa, open frontier activism, FED theft etc . Arrest the
whole crowd of them prior to deportation to Israel (apart from the
murderers) .

Something like Erdogan’s successful counter-coup against the
CIA Gulenists. They previously permeated Turkish society.
Erdogan subsequently combed through every Turkish institution
removing every last one of them.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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42. Realist says:
May 15, 2023 at 3:09 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Amon

Its not that jews are smarter, its that they go out of their way to poison the
education of non jews to ensure a compliant, dumbed down society exists that
can be better manipulated.

The game is rigged from the get go to make you dumb and them seem
smarter than they are.

You can hinder someone from gaining knowledge, but you can
not make someone dumb…or intelligent. Genetics does that.

Gentiles way outnumber those in power…change the situation.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
43. Realist says:

May 15, 2023 at 3:24 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Levtraro

I’ll tell you why. Because Jews don’t have high IQs on average.

Ashkenazi Jews do.

Because while having a relatively low IQ on average, the Jews also have a
high variance in intellectual endowment so they produce many highly
intelligent individuals, as well many stupid fanatics and a vast majority of
regular mental midgets. You need to understand the concept of ‘variance’, the
concept of 2nd order properties of populations.

You need to understand the concept of a normal distribution.

• Replies: @Levtraro
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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44. The Trust says:
May 15, 2023 at 4:32 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 700 Words   ↑
Little do most consumers know how ubiquitous and dominant
kosher certification is in America, but could some weak claims
help educate the general public on their everyday livelihood?
How is it that a group with such victimhood status can have
derived such revenue-yielding power to place their authoritarian
seal of approval on laundry detergents, dish soaps, coffee filters,
bottled water, and even toilet bowl cleaners?

Even if supporters of today’s kosher agencies often say,
“Businesses can do as they wish” and certify their entire line of
products “kosher” if they please, weren’t large companies of the
1950s and earlier permitted to “do as they wish” and hire
hundreds of White male employees without consideration for
other races and sex? As the civil liberties for gender in America
have become fluid, are we overdue now for expanding the
Constitutional definition of “Religious Freedom” to recognize and
accommodate our rights to purchase secular goods free from
the overriding control of a powerful religious minority and
monopoly? [Today’s dictates for diversity should demand the
same for religio-secular influence such that the Kashrus dietary
laws of one religion not be imposed on everyone without
opportunity for choice, let alone “equity.”]

Even if the kosher keeping Orthodox Jewish community
representing 0.3% of our population easily recognizes that most
all essential and popular packaged food and inedible products
today are kosher certified with tiny and obscure labeling, isn’t it
the moral and right thing to do to insist and legislate large
transparent labeling of religious certification for the 39% of
American consumers who object to this century-old scheme and
may wish to avoid it? [consumer surveys have proven that 39%

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=The+Trust
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don’t approve of the religious certification scheme on products
found in our marketplace, but around 90% can’t even recognize
the OU kosher seal.]

Even if the IRS grants exemptions for taxing and disclosing the
revenue of religious organizations like kosher agencies, does it
seem reasonable that a poor and humble non-Jew from
Oklahoma might unknowingly contribute more of his lifetime
savings to the interests of a New York City-based kosher
scheme and its myriad programs than to the local church of his
faith and choosing, especially given that illusive kosher seals
average just ten percent the size of other common certification
seals found on labeling? [With zero transparency afforded the
consumer on the financial accounting in the kosher certification
scheme, it is the consumer’s prerogative to make such
estimations against the concealed and proprietary information.]

Even if some vegans are sold on the idea of looking for kosher
seals to determine if there’s meat in a product, wouldn’t it
undermine the essence of their dietary values as their support
for the kosher seal scheme ultimately grows the power of kosher
slaughterhouses? [Kosher agencies aggressively market their
scheme as a benefit to vegetarians and vegans. How ironic!]

Even if kosher agencies and mainstream media have enforced
the perception or myth that kosher goods are healthier than non-
kosher goods, wouldn’t it be fair and honest to disclose the truth
that rabbinical authorities of these agencies make no such
guarantees? And as for Christians who naively buy into this
marketing pitch, wouldn’t it be righteous for their fellow travelers
to remind them of John 2:16-17, where Jesus demanded to
“Stop turning my Father’s house into a marketplace!?”
[Christians will never hear a sermon in their church on whether
the kosher laws apply to them, but do they even understand the
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basic definition of “kosher” or understand that there are
rabbinical (man-made/post-Torah) laws of Kashrus such as
Bishul Akum intended for segregation?]

Are these brief and easy arguments? Not entirely, and perhaps
they can be given more brevity by a wordsmith. Are they weak
claims involving a domineering influence found in everybody’s
home, in front of everyone’s eyes? Absolutely! And it may be the
most helpful baby step towards revealing how many of our
institutions are, in fact, kosher certified! Learn more at:

 
 
Video Link

• Thanks: RestiveUs
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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45. Levtraro says:
May 15, 2023 at 4:35 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Realist

You need to understand the concept of ‘variance’, the concept of 2nd
order properties of populations.

You need to understand the concept of a normal distribution.

It seems you don’t know that the shape of the normal distribution
is controlled by its variance (2nd order property, the mean is the
1st order property and it controls the location, not the shape). A
larger variance creates a flatter normal distribution. In the limit
when the variance tends to infinity the shape of the normal
distribution tends to a straight horizontal line and in the limit
when the variance tends to zero the shape of the normal
distribution tends to a straight vertical line.

So what I am saying is that Jews, probably because of too much
inbreeding, have a higher variance in intellectual endowment
while their mean is somewhat below the mean of Asians and
Whites, so the distribution of Jew IQ is flatter, more spread.

Splitting the Jews into Ashkenazi and the rest of the Jews is
disingeneous as other groups can also be split into smarter and
dumber parts.

• Replies: @Realist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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46. Anon[320] • Disclaimer says:
May 15, 2023 at 4:46 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anonymous

(1) Joseph Ginzburg (1908-90) aka Joseph G. Burg, who personally
interviewed Auschwitz survivors & had his books burned by postwar West
Germany

 https://www.henrymakow.com/2017/09/Josef-Burg.html

From Makow’s site:

Disclaimer: I don’t share the views expressed at the left, but Burg is a notable
figure, especially since his books have all been suppressed. I don’t believe
the Nazis rounded up Jews unfit for work just to provide them with food, board
and healthcare. I do agree with the following statement:

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
47. but an humble craftsman says:

May 15, 2023 at 5:49 pm GMT • 11.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@israel shamir
Sir, I am deeply disappointed by what you wrote.

Slandering Bandera should stop.
 Denying the Holodomor should stop.

 Bandera would have made short shrift of Selenski — who is
pure evil and sends several birth cohorts of Ukrainians into the
meat grinder. With the equally evil Putin happily going along.

Who hates Ukrainians?

There is an answer to this question.

• Replies: @Derer
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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48. Alden says:
@anonymous
General Franco was the greatest man and hero of the 20th
century He whipped the Jewish and Russian communists out of
Spain. All alone as the great and good liberal democracies
cheered the Jewish and Russian communists.

49. conatus says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:08 pm GMT • 11.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Great essay, yeah Howcum nobody cared when the USSR
invaded Poland 16 weeks after the Germans?I think it has
something to do with the word ‘Europe’ in some treaty, which
sounds like bullsh*t to me.

But you kind of left out the Ducat$.
 Jewish lobbyists in 1973 got the Census to squash reporting of

income by religion(separation of church and state, you know).
 I think it was Dalton who extrapolated out a few facts and came

up with Jews having HALF the money in the world! Sailor has
them as a third to two fifths of billionaires in the USA,the land of
the free(haha).

 That is a lot of Ducat$ and people like to eat and sleep in air
conditioned bedrooms so before they go and take a stand other
stuff has to happen too. People do not want to be fired and sleep
in the humid heat.

I think a suggestion would be to propose the year’s High School
debate topic be “Are Jewish people perfect? and can do no
wrong.”

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Alden
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=conatus
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50. brostoevsky says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:08 pm GMT • 11.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain
Unz has been basically disowned by global Jewry for posing
academic questions about the holy Holocaust. You really come
off as pretty clueless about these issues. Moreover, you don’t
appear to understand the nature of power. Jewish power is a
danger to the whole world. They’re loose cannons. The Empire
is in decline and their homeland is in political turmoil. The
question is will they lash out at their enemies before their fall?

• LOL: Jews Rock!
• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
51. Realist says:

@Levtraro

Splitting the Jews into Ashkenazi and the rest of the Jews is disingeneous
(sic) as other groups can also be split into smarter and dumber parts.

It is not disingenuous. They are genetically different than other
Jews, and DNA can distinguish them.

• LOL: Realist
• Replies: @Levtraro
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
52. @israel shamir

Why does this comment have a yellow background? Could I
have one for my comments?

• Replies: @Dave Bowman
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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53. Alden says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:14 pm GMT • 11.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rich
The Abraham Lincoln Brigade was a group of American Jewish
communists who went to Spain to fight on the communist side of
the civil war. Jews of every nation on earth acted as
propagandists for the communists in the Spanish civil war. As
always, jews were against western civilization and the White
European people.

Did I say American Jewish communists? Not really most of the
Abraham Lincoln Brigade spoke their native languages Yiddish
and polish.

54. Seb says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:16 pm GMT • 11.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Franklin Ryckaert
The failed attempts by the Faithful to convert the Jews says
nothing at all about the true and infallible teachings of the
Catholic Church, outside of which there is absolutely no
salvation, but rather that not all conversion attempts succeed,
however the Church since it’s inception is responsible for saving
millions of souls, who otherwise would be burning in hell for all
eternity.

• Troll: Jews Rock!
• Replies: @Franklin Ryckaert, @EyeEye
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
55. shahnameh says:

Rodef and Moser bitches, just ask Rabin:) Any collection of
former Bukovina, no man’s land people, who kept an orthodox
monks PENIS in a jar, should be AVOIDED @ all costs.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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56. Anonymous[161] • Disclaimer says: • Website
@littlereddot
Yeah those russians can fight . Each year the,amount that
thegermans killed keeps going up.Soon there will be no russian
solders entering berlin.But it’s true the russians can take beating
you can really punch yourself out kicking the shit out of them.

• Replies: @littlereddot
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
57. Rich says:

@Alden
Wasn’t the Lincoln Brigade a tiny outfit that had little significance
during the war? My understanding was that they were badly
defeated and its members quickly disbursed. Most leaving the
country.

• Replies: @Alden
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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58. Seb says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:42 pm GMT • 11.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@AbrahamSteinblattbaumstein
Your response is absurd and shows that you are unfortunately
walking around blindly in a diabolical fog, for the Apostles
practiced the Law of the Old Testament before walking with
Jesus and thus receiving the New Covenant, and millions of
Jews afterwards over the course of the next two-thousand years
converted to Catholicism; and to even suggest that there is
some sort of genetic component that somehow prevents Jews
from receiving the Gospel is a clear demonstration that you lack
proper understanding of the human soul and its complete
distinction from the human body.

• Troll: Jews Rock!
• Replies: @AbrahamSteinblattbaumstein
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
59. Seb says:

May 15, 2023 at 6:48 pm GMT • 11.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dumbo
Whether someone truly converts to Catholicism or holds on to
past, heretical beliefs before death is completely beside the
point, for those who die outside of the Church, whether that be
pagans, Jews, Muslims, or heretics, will undoubtedly perish for
all eternity, unless joined together in the bosom and unity of the
Catholic Church before the end of their life, so the mission of the
Church remains the same.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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60. anon[307] • Disclaimer says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:57 pm GMT • 11.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
spencer is an enemy of the volk.

he’s been brainwashed by the jews. he can only think in jewish
terms. he’s on a leash, but much less noble than a dog.

or maybe he is a jew.

inegalitarianism has AIDS. it’s covered in KS lesions and
wheezing and wasting away.

egalitarianism and DEMOCRACY is EXACTLY the ONLY
legitimate reason for anti-semitism.

stop punching down at blacks and dumb pipo and worshiping
the phantom jewish IQ.

you’re a loser.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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61. Levtraro says:
May 15, 2023 at 7:16 pm GMT • 11.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Realist

It is not disingenuous. They are genetically different than other Jews, and
DNA can distinguish them.

Well, if you split every group, say the Germans, into smarter and
dumber parts you gonna find genetic differences between these
two groups because intelligence is highly hereditary. So,
disingeneous.

Perhaps these Ashkenazis are a common trunk of people
coming from a specific location of historical Jewry? Enlighten me
if you will. I don’t know much about the taxonomy of Jewry.

• Thanks: littlereddot
• LOL: Realist
• Replies: @littlereddot, @RestiveUs
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
62. PetrOldSack says:

May 15, 2023 at 7:22 pm GMT • 11.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Happy Tapir
As a general argument, your accentuating of individual and merit
stands. There is some breathing space in there, as to Run . Unz.
After Finance [a match up], Politics [a fit in], Ron must loath the
fish-bowl in which he got trapped. From the inside of the
argument, he can console himself that many middle-class,
average Jews [as compared to Joes’] are trapped as much. And
what the heck, as long as commenters alike are the soul of the
Jew narrative, there is some scratching to be done.

A rabbi practices on his own first.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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63. anarchyst says:
@conatus
Actually the Department of Commerce which runs and
tabulates the census is prohibited from identifying and
categorizing jews in any respect.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
64. kaganovitch says:

@DanFromCT
During the Spanish Civil War, the Abraham Lincoln Brigade was
recruited from among America’s Jews for the purpose of killing
nuns and priests and burning down Catholic Churches.

ALB was only around 30 percent Jewish.

65. kaganovitch says:
@Alden
The Abraham Lincoln Brigade was a group of American Jewish
communists who went to Spain to fight on the communist side of
the civil war.

ALB was only around 30 percent Jewish.
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66. Franklin Ryckaert says:
May 15, 2023 at 8:53 pm GMT • 11.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Seb
The belief that an organization is “infallible” and that those who
have the misfortune to never have been a member of same will
be tortured for all eternity in the afterlife, is one of the most
narrowminded and most uncharitable of all human beliefs. I will
not even mention in this context the obvious crimes and deceits
of your “infallible” organization, such as the selling of
indulgences, simony, burning of witches and heretics, crusades,
inquisition, and homosexuality and pedophilia of the clergy, or is
the Catholic “God” himself corrupt?

• Replies: @Seb
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
67. Haxo Angmark says:

@Levtraro
in Israhell

the large #’s of Sephardic & Mizrahic Jews….

who are genetically semitic Arabs…

drag down the overall IQ. Ashkenaz alone

would score significantly higher.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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68. AbrahamSteinblattbaumstein says:
May 15, 2023 at 9:44 pm GMT • 11.4 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Seb
“and to even suggest that there is some sort of genetic
component that somehow prevents Jews from receiving the
Gospel is a clear demonstration that you lack proper
understanding of the human soul and its complete distinction
from the human body.”

Oh ok. Explain why Mexicans worshipped skeletons and
demons and did human sacrifices to them for thousands of
years and now after hundreds of years with absolutely no
connection to that religion,given that it was ruthlessly
exterminated by Catholics, they’re now worshipping Santa
Muerte and brutally dismembering people in human sacrifices
just like their ancestors did.

About the apostles,I’m going to say to you and everyone else
here exactly what many of us have said to people pointing at
Neil Degrasse Tyson to try to disprove the fact that black people
are dumb violent criminals, and that’s that a few outliers don’t
overcome a trend and that regression to the mean is a thing.
Besides that,some of the Apostles were probably not even
ethnically jewish.

Catholics believe in pre-determination. There’s nothing more
pre-determined than a group’s cultural and religious
expressions. How long have you guys been trying to get blacks
to practice Christianity? Since White people figured out that
black people exist. How do they practice it? They give thanks to
God that a jew published their rap album about shooting their
rivals,having babies out of wedlock, and abusing the mothers of
their bastard children.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=AbrahamSteinblattbaumstein
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In other words,the same behavior they were doing for the last
10,000 years,plus a superficial veneer of Jesus slapped over the
top of it.

Thousands of jews DID “convert” to Catholicism when they had
no choice,but when the Muslims showed up to conquer the seat
of Catholicism in Europe,they reverted to Judaism and
“welcomed the stranger” into the heart of someone else’s
land,didn’t they?

What we would call the soul ISN’T distinct from the body. If it
was,how could evil deeds by someone’s body condemn their
soul to Hell in the first place?

Evil deeds done by someone’s body pollute and disfigure their
soul,and likewise, an evil spirituality or the worship and
celebration of evil quite often twist and disfigure the body.

Anyone who has ever looked into the eyes of a truly evil person
such as a serial killer or a child murderer has seen what
possessing a soul completely given over to evil does to a
person’s body. It’s not an easy thing to describe but everyone
knows what that dead look in someone’s eyes is,they know it’s
not normal,and in fact they know that it is evil deep down even if
they are an atheist and completely disbelieve in the concept of a
soul in the first place.

• Replies: @Seb
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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69. AbrahamSteinblattbaumstein says:
@kaganovitch
Oh,ok, so only overrepresented by a conservative 15 times their
population numbers,then.

• Replies: @kaganovitch
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
70. Arthur MacBride says:

JFYI

For first time in its history, UN commemorates Palestinian Nakba Day

75 Years …
 Maybe won’t make the centenary.

 USA bled dry, UK ready to collapse …
 Entire world hates them … not optimistic …

https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2023/05/15/703427/UN-to-
commemorate-Palestinian-Nakba-Day-for-first-time-in-its-history

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

71. DanFromCT says:
@kaganovitch
You could be right—I have no idea—, but the context of the
radio interview was Jewish participation and motive. The old
boy’s remarks were an off the cuff response to a caller that had
the host sputtering to shut him up.
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72. Johnny F. Ive says:
May 15, 2023 at 10:08 pm GMT • 11.4 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
I agree that Jews are more intelligent than everyone else except
East Asians. They excel at living and dying for the past because
it is their identity and self-fulfilling prophecy of doom. Western
Civilization has made eunuchs of the white man. It goes back to
the white man’s original sin: he invaded Judea.

Take immigration. White men were the invaders of Europe from
the Eurasian steppes. They made Europe white one lay at a
time as they killed off the indigenous men. The dark skinned
indigenous women gave us blue eyes and the Eurasian men
gave us the white skin, lactose tolerance, and brown eyes. If we
were our ancestors, there would only be white people on Earth
with 1%-2% of something else. Now white men are incels and
MGTOW. They no longer have harems. They’ve been whipped
and made slaves themselves. They got women coming to them
and they aren’t making white babies as they whine about the
white race. Our ancestors had to migrate to get laid and these
women are coming to you! If you mate with them all then their
children become 50% white or more. If white genes make them
smarter then give them white genes. The reason whites are
going to be a minority is because they’ve been consuming
poison called Christianity.

White men have abandoned their ancestral tutelary gods for a
fake god of the Jews and they blame the Jews for their own
mistake. All the Jews ever wanted was to live in a desert next to
a dead sea that their god gave to them. They weren’t asking for
much but the white man just wouldn’t leave them alone. The
only thing white men have continued to excel at throughout
history was the technology to make war.

Our ancestors were “genocidal peoples who ‘switch cultures.’”
We do. Our military went from “don’t ask, don’t tell” to openly
embracing homosexuality and transgenderism within a few

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Johnny+F.+Ive
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years. We are “genocidal people who ‘switch cultures.’” Who
knows what crazed depravity we’ll embrace next. Wealthy white
men are in the process of committing genocide against lower
class white men who hold beliefs that the wealthy like
themselves once had because it feels good to them. They are
violent savages running on autopilot. Yes, the Jews gave them
ideas but their enthusiasm for it comes from within. Their
opposition is filled with low sex drive whiners. Things don’t look
good for the white man’s future. He has gone limp.
https://indo-european.eu/2019/03/how-the-genocidal-yamnaya-
men-loved-to-switch-cultures/

• Thanks: littlereddot
• Replies: @Levtraro
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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73. Charles Pewitt says:
May 15, 2023 at 10:12 pm GMT • 11.4 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
Truth-telling about the JEW portion of the JEW/WASP Ruling
Class of the American Empire and the JEW QUESTION must be
done and the methods and means and severity of such talk
could vary, of course.

The JEW QUESTION explained:

Jews form a nation within a nation everywhere they reside.
Can Jews ever be considered to be part of the larger nation
in which they reside when they are genetically and
culturally predisposed to put the interests of the Jew Nation
over and above the interests of the larger nations in which
they reside?

  
Deceased Jew Larry Auster on the JEW QUESTION from 1998:

Because of the Jews’ tragic history as a persecuted people, and because of
their own ability, through their leading role in American intellectual life, to set
the terms of permissible discourse, it is impossible in today’s society to have
an honest discussion on the subject of Jewish cultural impact. While every
other ethnic group can be spoken of in a critical light, if only to a very limited
extent, nothing that is even implicitly critical is allowed to be said or inferred
about Jews

The Jews also (as few people recognize, because the subject is forbidden)
changed America in some profound and not always positive ways. In terms of
national identity, Jews were instrumental in the reformulation of America as a
universalist society based strictly on ideology rather than on peoplehood, a
change that set the stage for mass Third-World immigration and the much
more profound redefinition of America as a multicultural society. In terms of
morality, many Jewish intellectuals, writers, and entertainers deliberately
undermined the older Anglo-American Victorian ethos, a program of
moral/cultural subversion that climaxed in the Sixties counterculture and the
dominant nihilist culture of the 1980s and 1990s. In terms of politics, Jews
were instrumental in replacing the old American order of Constitutional self-
restraint with the statist politics of unrestrained compassion.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Charles+Pewitt
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the elite universities had changed from guardian of the old Western order to
its subverter. [See also here.] This transformation in the universities then
reverberated through the rest of the culture, stripping America’s public
institutions, entertainments, symbols, and manners of the Christian and
bourgeois values they had once embodied. America’s transition from a
Protestant culture whose public institutions, celebrations, and symbols
reflected Christian belief, to a pluralist, secular society with no identity at all,
was complete.

Now that their enemies have been scattered and silenced, the left and the
minorities can admit that their real agenda all along was not simply inclusion,
equality, justice, or tolerance toward Jews and other minorities, but the
destruction of the Christian culture.

If an immigration law that is designed to preserve the nation’s ethnic majority
is racist (because it implicitly puts down other groups), then the same must be
true of any manifestation of the ethnic majority, including its very existence.
After all, if a nation still has an ethnic majority, and a culture that reflects that
majority, doesn’t that impute inferiority to all people not related by blood to that
majority? Therefore the only way to procure real democracy is to turn the
ethnic majority into a minority, which is to be accomplished (and since 1965
has largely been accomplished) by immigration.

The 1965 Immigration Act, the culmination of a forty-year, largely Jewish-led
campaign, was not simply a piece of “liberal” legislation (i.e., an act aimed at
formal equality) which later turned out to have unforeseen, radical
consequences. As early as 1952, the liberal idea of equality before the law
was already linked in the minds of Jewish immigrationists with the radical
project of dispossessing America’s white, Anglo-Saxon, Christian majority.

https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2013/03/13/lawrence-
auster-on-the-role-of-jews-in-disestablishing-white-christian-
america/

Tweet from 2015:

Lawrence Auster on the Role of Jews in the Dispossession of White, Christian
America http://t.co/7Y1lVN5ogJ #nhpolitics #UKIP

— Charles Pewitt (@CharlesPewitt) May 20, 2015

• Thanks: mark green
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74. Haxo Angmark says:
May 15, 2023 at 10:16 pm GMT • 11.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@kaganovitch
there was no “Abraham Lincoln Brigade” in the Spanish CW.

there was an “Abraham Lincoln Battalion” which was

an “American” component of the larger XVth International
Brigade;

the AL Battalion was predominently (c. 60-80%, including non-
identifiers, cryptos, etc) Jews. It’s first c/o Robert Merriam, was a
Red shabbatz goy…with the usual Jew wife-controller: Miriam
Wachtel.

the Brigade as a whole, which included British and other national
components, would average down to c. 30-40% Jews. Cf.

Cecil Eby, Between the Bullet and the Lie – American Volunteers
in the Spanish Civil War (NY, 1969)

 http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_volunteers_in_the_Spanish_Civi
l_War

 Marcel Acier, ed. From Spanish Trenches – Recent Letters from
Spain (NY, 1937), esp. pp. 9-33, “The American Hospital Unit” &
pp. 134-176, “The Abraham Lincoln Battalion”

 Alvah Bessie, Men in Battle….Americans in Spain (NY, 1954)
 Milton Wolff, Another Hill (Chicago, 1994)

etc., etc.
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75. Harry Toll says:
@JPS
Name five “sick and evil fiends.” I’ll bet you won’t.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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76. Harry Toll says:

@AbrahamSteinblattbaumstein
If you think Catholicism is anything other than a cult, you’re a lot
dumber than the Jews you despise.
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77. Alden says:

@Rich
Correct the Russian Jewish communists sent the ill prepared
Abraham Lincoln Brigade to the front lines to be killed by the
Spanish army.
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78. kaganovitch says:

@AbrahamSteinblattbaumstein
Oh,ok, so only overrepresented by a conservative 15 times their
population numbers,then.

Yes, about that. This is because ALB was primarily drawn from
American Communist Party members who had a proportionately
large percentage of Jews.
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79. Seb says:
May 15, 2023 at 10:46 pm GMT • 11.4 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Franklin Ryckaert
The Holy Magisterium has always correctly and infallibly stated
that the foundation of charity is Faith, pure and undefiled, and
that whosoever should depart in the least article of faith rejects
all, and that whosever should die outside the bosom and unity of
the Church will without a doubt perish for all eternity, but
because you know nothing related to the actual Teachings of the
Church and because you hate God and have an ear itching for
lies, you seek not the truth but whatever pleases the demons
influencing you and corrupting your soul. Everything you said,
therefore, is simply untrue: the Holy Church does not teach has
and never taught that indulgences could be bought or sold,
though a few unholy and evil men did so anyway; simony is and
has always been considered a sin; witches work with demons
and do in fact deserve to be burned at the stake, and saying
otherwise is proof of your spiritual blindness or naivety; the
crusades were completely justified, even if some of the
crusaders committed sins throughout the journey, and many
miracles occurred during the crusades, which you would read
about and contemplate if you loved God; there is a lot of
disinformation surrounding the inquisitions, but the overall
rationale behind them, that heretics deserve punishment, since
they condemn others to eternal hellfire by spreading lies about
the Faith, is completely true; and the homosexuality and
pedophilia of today pervades the Vatican II Sect, which is not the
Catholic Church.
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80. Zane says:
WW2 was started by the British on the orders of the Anglo-
Zionist bankster cartel.

Hitler was a stooge. A pretty good one, I’ll admit. Straight out of
central casting.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

81. Been_there_done_that says:
@conatus

…nobody cared when the USSR invaded Poland 16 weeks after the
Germans?

It was 16 days later (September 17, 1939), not “weeks“. You
were off by a factor of seven.

• Agree: John Wear
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82. Dave Bowman says:

@Jett Rucker
I believe it’s simply our host Ron Unz’s way of highlighting the
fact that the particular commenter is also a resident listed
columnist or blogger here at The Unz Review – as indeed Israel
Shamir is.

• Agree: mark green
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83. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 15, 2023 at 11:14 pm GMT • 11.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@brostoevsky

Unz has been basically disowned by global Jewry for posing academic
questions about the holy Holocaust. You really come off as pretty clueless
about these issues. Moreover, you don’t appear to understand the nature of
power. Jewish power is a danger to the whole world.

You appear to be pretty clueless about the nature of Jews. “No
Jew has ever been self-hating ever.” “Jews never disagree with
one another.” You don’t understand how it works at all.
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84. fredyetagain aka superhonky says:

@kaganovitch

ALB was only around 30 percent Jewish.

ONLY about 30 percent jewish?! Taking your number at face
value, this would mean that jews were over-represented in this
murderous marxist (and vehemently anti-Christian) cabal by a
factor of about 10.
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85. Seb says:
May 15, 2023 at 11:36 pm GMT • 11.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@AbrahamSteinblattbaumstein
First, the Latin Americas converted to Catholicism, and millions
of souls may have earned their eternal reward as a result; and
second, because you are of bad will, you have to lie and
misquote what I said, which is that millions of Jews, not
thousands, have converted to Catholicism over the course of the
two-thousand years of Christianity, so you should stop lying and
misquoting what I said; and third, Catholics believe in
predestination, which means that God knows beforehand who
will go to Heaven, but that does not take away from our free will,
though since you are evil and hate God, you are unable to
understand such a concept; and forth, murderers will without a
doubt go to a deep and terrible part of Hell, but those who reject
God and His Holy Church are also evil and will also without a
doubt suffer for all eternity.

• Troll: mulga mumblebrain
• Replies: @EyeEye
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86. anonymous[273] • Disclaimer says:

@Trinity
yes, and it’s not the “ism” used (i.e communism, totalitarianism,
fascism, etc) as all of them are top down, controlled by jews.
Vote NSDAP. End the shit now.
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87. Without Scapewhiting — scapegoating whites for all problems —
the coalition of diversity cannot stand.

 
 
Video Link

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

88. Rahan says:
May 16, 2023 at 1:21 am GMT • 11.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

But when dissidents reach out to non-dissidents to challenge the LDJ grip on
popular gentile opinion, perhaps it would be prudent not to ignore how tight
that grip really is. Perhaps dissidents should consider a more gentle, weak-
claim approach to set their own people free. Then perhaps the gentile
masses will join the dissidents more willingly
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89. EyeEye says:
May 16, 2023 at 1:31 am GMT • 11.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Seb
So, in effect, you are saying that you worship a sadistic monster
who is so sadistic that he conceals his own existence and then
dishes out eternal torment to the people who he manages to
trick. Why would you even trust this being in the first place?

As I said before the greatest trick the devil ever pulled was
convincing the Goyim that Yahweh was real.
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90. kaganovitch says:
@fredyetagain aka superhonky

ONLY about 30 percent jewish?! Taking your number at face value, this would
mean that jews were over-represented in this murderous marxist (and
vehemently anti-Christian) cabal by a factor of about 10.

I didn’t write ‘only’ in a vacuum. I was responding to the claim
that it was entirely Jewish.
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91. Vito Klein says:

@JPS

The weakness of the Jews is not small numbers or lack of weapons. The
weakness is that they are led by sick and evil fiends that cannot disguise their
malign scheming and wicked designs.

Yes.

https://craignelsen.substack.com/p/the-king-and-the-duke-play-
kansas

And no. There seems to be no end to what the rubes will
swallow.
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92. 迪路 says:
May 16, 2023 at 2:24 am GMT • 11.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Although many things in that era are unclear, the general
situation should be that Lenin, Trotsky and other Jews were
financed by Jewish bankers, and the domestic Slavs inspired by
Bolshevik ideology came to power through the October
Revolution.

 Among them, the backbone of Slavic power was Kirov, Stalin,
etc., so after coming to power, Lenin tried to bridge the rift
between Slavs and Jews, but after his death, the conflict
erupted.

 Kirov’s assassination turned Stalin into an anti-Semitic, double-
whammy, and of course we know the outcome. Trotsky was
forced out, Stalin ultimately defeated, but he lost his reason.
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93. littlereddot says:
@Anonymous
Kids these days don’t know history. A 5 minute read on
wikipedia would suffice.

The Russians did take Berlin. Not the Yanks…tho evidently you
think they did…..thank you Hollywood.

You take confident viewpoint of the Wehrmacht before
Stalingrad. Let us wait till this is over before we judge.

Besides, please have the courage to take on a distinctive
moniker so that we can weigh the value of your comments to
how events will turn out.
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94. Derer says:

May 16, 2023 at 2:37 am GMT • 11.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@israel shamir

Just drop the unneeded reference to Soviet Russia.

Agreed. S.J. Quinn’s use of “Jewish-led Soviets” is an insult to
Stalin’s supreme power over Soviets affair. The old Jewish
bolsheviks of 1918 revolution were all eliminated (or escaped to
fertile “soils” of the USA) by Georgian Soso and his post-war last
target were apolitical “Jewish doctors” cases.
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95. littlereddot says:
@Levtraro
Thank you for your fair points.

It is too common for those unable to handle complexity to reduce
everything down to a black and white caricature.

Unfortunately, having lost the argument, this is the point where
Realist will resort to trite comments to troll.
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96. May 16, 2023 at 2:38 am GMT • 11.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Anonymous

Even if the Nazis murdered six million Jews, the Jewish-led Soviets …..

I’m rewriting my previous post for clarity. Context – Not only did
the holocaust not happen, it is a prima fact utterly preposterous
hoax. Completely idiotic. The original hoax* was that the Nazis
killed and cremated 10,000 Jews per day at Auschwitz, 4 million
total. For Christ’s sake, how could anyone take this seriously for
a minute. The Soviets claimed that a morgue room in a
crematorium was a ‘gas chamber’ and showed (and it still
showing it) to milllions as a gas chamber even though the door
into the room is a typical unsealed wooden office door with a
large plate glass window ! This is simply complete idiocy ….

So, anyone who writes a sentence like the one quoted has to be
a complete idiot, a moron, completely incapable of rejecting
even the most preposterous propaganda the Jews dream up.

That’s what I was trying to point out ….

* until 1990, when the Soviets revealed that they had captured
and disappeared the Nazi Auschwitz records, they revealed
them at that time and you can now by a copy on Amazon, the
Auschwitz Death Books, which recorded the deaths of every
prisoner that died at Auschwitz.
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97. Seb says:
@EyeEye
God wrote a moral law unto the hearts of all men, and to those
faithful to it will God reveal the Gospel before the end of their
lives.
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98. RestiveUs says:

@Levtraro
You’re arguing with an unrealistic troll. Best just to let him hang
himself.

• Thanks: Levtraro
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99. Derer says:

@but an humble craftsman
If Putin hates Ukrainians, the war would have been finished by
now, using indiscriminate US style destruction which Russia
have ability to do. He liberated Russian historical land from Kiev
regime terror against ethnic Russians.
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100. anonymous[121] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:30 am GMT • 11.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@israel shamir
WHY were the Romans able to rule for more than 2K without the
jews?? RELIGION/MORALS/CULTURE..why? Once again I cite
the Jewish Talmudic paradigm that commands them to:
defraud/steal/lie/sell/buy/enslave/rape/KILL etc. the goyim
without remorse.. On the other hand the Aryan/anlgo/saxon
paradigm of JUSTICE/equality/morality/merit. etc. Someone cna
tell me a lie, but IF I believe it and also to blame for it. Jews are
free to violate laws/morality/FACTS..etc. and they still get away
with it why??..Difficult to explain why gentiles are easily
manipulated by their guilt…In PA there are NOT enough JEWS
to elect a dog catcher yet..PA politics is dominated by JEWS..the
same could be said about CA/TX/UT/ and even the USA. ALL
Historical, scientific, statistical, mathematical models proved that
the HOLOCAUST is a LIE.
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101. gregor says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:33 am GMT • 11.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Naw. By and large, Gentiles are not scared off by the “hard”
material per se. They are more scared off by the repercussions
they will suffer. Those repercussions are imposed by those who
control mass media, finance, etc. Ultimately, you cannot defeat
those enemies without acknowledging and challenging them.
The tactic of “playing dead” so as not to provoke their ire only
“works” in the sense that they may spare you as an individual if
they view you as sufficiently harmless, but it will never truly work
in the sense of removing those enemies from power. Though
they seem unbeatable at the moment, history has shown their
power to be very fragile. Their strategy only really works if they
can remain in the shadows without the majority realizing what’s
going on.
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102. Miro23 says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:56 am GMT • 11.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Alden

General Franco was the greatest man and hero of the 20th century He
whipped the Jewish and Russian communists out of Spain. All alone as the
great and good liberal democracies cheered the Jewish and Russian
communists.

True that the great and good liberal democracies were cheering
on the Spanish Bolsheviks. The red flag was the intellectual
fashion at the time – meaning the destruction of tradition, the
church (burnings ) and violent leftist militias.

Stanley Payne’s “The Spanish Civil War” is very good on this –
highlighting the deception:

As Leon Trotsky wrote candidly in his History of the Russian Revolution, “The
attacking side is almost always interested in seeming on the defensive. A
revolutionary party is interested in legal coverings.” Thus in Russia the
Bolsheviks had presented their coup d’état of 1917 as a defensive action
against an imminent counterrevolutionary assault, hiding their action behind
the proclaimed goal of handing power to representative Soviets and
guaranteeing new democratic elections.

Like the US Neo-Bolshevik Jews defending the US against
“White Supremacy”.
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103. Richard B says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:28 am GMT • 11.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@israel shamir
It is not necessary to deal with Jews and Leftists in one go.

 Why not?
 Rightist Jews are frequent enough. And evil enough, too.

 Could you elaborate?
 Just drop the unneeded reference to Soviet Russia.

 It’s his article. Not yours. Why are you barking orders?
 Anyway, Soviets were quite good

 Says who? And why? Again, could you elaborate?
 and Holodomor is just an invention by banderites.

 Only your facts count. Right?
 Russians miss their Soviet times.

 How do you know? How many? Why are you claiming to speak
for all of Russia? Is it for the same reason you’re barking orders
at the writer of the article, ie; because you can’t help yourself?

 And right-wing are quite awful
 What do you mean? Again, could you be specific?

 and you do not need to defend National-Socialists.
 I certainly wouldn’t. Though my reasons would be different from

yours. But, again, it’s not my article. So I wouldn’t presume to tell
him how to write it.
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104. Levtraro says:
@Johnny F. Ive

I agree that Jews are more intelligent than everyone else except East Asians.

Wrong.

Jews score at the bottom-mid category in (1) IQ country ranks
and in (2) PISA standardized tests of scholastic achievments.
That’s the data.
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105. Ann Nonny Mouse says:

LDJs — No such thing. There was no Second Exile. The
Romans did not expel the Hebrews from Palestine, the Jews
went proselytizing hugely at an ideal (for them) moment in
history. The Hebrews fled Talmudism by converting to Islam
when the time was right for that. Diaspora? No such thing.
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106. EyeEye says:
May 16, 2023 at 7:54 pm GMT • 10.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Seb
So how were the Spaniards suppose to tell the true converts
apart from the false ones? What would you have done
differently? What sort of test is there for some abstract
theological belief in some or other God? Anyone can say “I
believe in Gods X, Y, and Z”, and it isn’t refutable. That’s all the
Jewish “converts” had to do, and they were believed. The only
thing that that is now proven beyond doubt is that Christianity is
stupid and Jews are smart.
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107. Haxo Angmark says:
May 16, 2023 at 7:59 pm GMT • 10.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@saggy
wrong:

the Auschwitz Death Books record the deaths/killings of
prisoners, Jews, Poles, and others, registered upon arrival into
the Auschwitz labor camp.

  
what went on in the adjacent Birkenau section, where the four
large crematoria were located – and where all those on each
incoming Jew transport deemed catagorically unfit for work (the
sick, the elderly, young mothers with dependent children) were
generally sent immediately upon arrival and subjected to
“Special Treatment” – is not covered in the Auschwitz Death
Books.

you denialist Pomos are hopeless. These days David Irving is
conducting guided tours of Auschwitz, and you’ll likely end up
doing similar kosher ass-kissing. That’s if you aren’t an outright
Hasbara to begin with.
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108. Vito Klein says:
May 17, 2023 at 2:45 am GMT • 10.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@迪路

the domestic Slavs inspired by Bolshevik ideology came to power through the
October Revolution.

The Slavs came to power in the October Revolution? Then, I
suppose, it was the “Slavs” who went on to raze thousands of
Slavic Orthodox churches, but left the synagogues untouched?
And I suppose it was the “Slavs” who published the first
Bolshevik proclamations in Yiddish? And I guess it was the
“Slavs” who made antisemitism a capital offense? I’ll bet it was
even the “Slavs” who arrested hundreds for being “antisemites”
even under the Kerensky government installed after the
February Revolution.

Don’t be daft, boy.

https://craignelsen.substack.com/p/the-ugly-ambition-of-ron-
desantis
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109. Druid says:

@Wokechoke
They did the explorations after they kicked out the Muslims and
used Muslim science to do it. Idiot
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110. Druid says:
@Dumbo
If the Judaea-communist Soviets were still in power, Russia
would also be flooded
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111. Jews Rock! says:

@Alden
Franco was not anti-jew and Spain is a communist shithole
today thanks to him. He was a vain closeted faggot who cared
about personal adulation, not his people.
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112. Druid says:

@Seb
Hedonism is what really makes them so powerful
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113. mulga mumblebrain says:

May 17, 2023 at 7:09 am GMT • 10.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anonymous
I concluded that the ‘Holomodor’ was yet another anti-Soviet
trope when it appeared, from nowhere, with an invented
nomenclature that put it right next to ‘Holocaust’ in the lexicon of
officially approved ‘genocides’. That it was peddled by Rightwing
thugs who I knew to be recidivist liars and hate-mongers only
fortified my opinion.
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114. mulga mumblebrain says:
@Levtraro
But Jews are geniuses at music and self-promotion.

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain
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115. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

May 17, 2023 at 11:10 am GMT • 9.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain
“O ye Gentiles, have ye remembered the Jews, mine ancient
covenant people? Nay; but ye have cursed them, and have
hated them, and have not sought to recover them. But behold, I
will return all these things upon your own heads; for I the Lord
have not forgotten my people.”

– 2 Nephi 29:5, the Book of Mormon (Another Testament of
Jesus Christ)
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116. JWalters says:

May 18, 2023 at 12:04 am GMT • 9.4 days ago   ↑
I agree that framing the issue correctly and effectively is
important.

It seems to me the issue is most accurately, and hence
effectively, framed as a Talmud problem. The case for this is
laid out in the comment at

 https://www.unz.com/runz/assassinating-vladimir-
putin/#comment-5960832
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117. Anonymous[310] • Disclaimer says: • Website
May 19, 2023 at 4:15 pm GMT • 7.7 days ago   ↑
@littlereddot
Listen little red . I’ll give my name when you stop bending over
for the russian monkeys. I ask how long have the russians been
walking upright.Commie lovers like you should move to the
russian shithole.

• Replies: @littlereddot
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118. littlereddot says:

May 20, 2023 at 4:06 am GMT • 7.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Not asking for a name. Don’t you know what a moniker is? It can
be F*ck LittleRedDot.

Commie lovers like you should move to the russian shithole.

I have been to Russia and China plenty of times.
 You should visit, it would blow your mind…..then you will really

see first hand how the MSM has been lying to you.
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119. Thomas Covenant Unbeliever says: • Website
May 21, 2023 at 12:37 pm GMT • 5.8 days ago   ↑
@israel shamir

and you do not need to defend National-Socialists.

But I want to…

With all due respect, Sir.

• Thanks: HdC
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120. JohnnyWalker123 says:

May 23, 2023 at 11:50 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Druid
Jews and Muslims have a lot in common.

Read this analysis.

https://www.unz.com/article/colonization-by-indian-leftists-the-
downside-of-merit-based-immigration/?
showcomments#comment-2306785

Islam is dangerous for Non-Muslims. There is a reason why even most
Jews will admit that Islam is much more similar to their religion than
Christianity is. It is because Islam is the tribal semitic clan religion of the
Israelites that has been distilled, militarized, and universalized. Islam is
what Judaism would have been had it not been crushed repeatedly by more
militarily adept pagan empires and not been forced into a tenuous peace with
gentiles.

The term “Judeo-Muslim” actually reflects reality far better than
“Judeo-Christian.”
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